Preparation Nano-Diamond Film by Sol-Gelled Coating Method for Field Emission Display
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Abstract

The mixture of Nano-graphite and organic vehicles doped to Nano-diamond paste. The suitable paste proportion was found. Nano-diamond film (NDF) was prepared by sol-gel coating method on ITO glass at 3000/min. The field emission characteristics of luminance-current, luminance-voltage and luminance-power of Nano-diamond film were analyzed and tested. Comparing these tested curves, the luminance was well proportional to current was got. Theoretic, the inner resistance of NDF field emission display (FED) consumes electric energy and real voltage change between the cathode and the anode of NDF-FED was very small after electrons emit. So the characteristic of NDF-FED was preferable to describe by luminance-current linear relationship, which was advantageous to device tested and designed.
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1. Introduction

Diamond, a wide-band-gap semiconductor material, possesses high hardness, high thermal production, high resistance rate, stable chemical and physical properties, especially the negative electron affinity (NEA) and low work function. Many scientists have extensively studied on the specificity of natural diamond, diamond film, and diamond carbon film [1] [2] [3]. The results indicated that diamond was proper to be used as ideal electron emission cathode material for vacuum microelectronic devices and field emission. Compared with other field emitters, they showed lower emission threshold field and enhanced current capability. Comparing the different diamond films which were fabricated in different methods, many attentions had been put on the field emission application.
of Nano-diamond film (NDF) by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process. The CVD process and other synthesis of the large area NDF needs long time and high cost, and it was difficult to adulterate impurity [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]. So the sol-gel method was chosen coating NDF. It was found that through adulterated impurity can enhance the electron translocation rate and electron emission efficiency. However, one of these was the control on the electron emission and anode luminance [5] [9] [10] [11] [12]. Through thermal-sintering and post-treatment technique to make diamond emitters, it exposed from NDF to improve field emission stability and emission uniformity. In order to obtain effective luminance control methods, it was necessary to investigate luminescent rule of the NDF for field emission display (FED). If some stated rules want to be gained, theoretical analysis, accurate measure and correct method must be used. In reported some practicable test circuit [13] [14] [15] [16], only power supply voltages were measured. Our group research coated NDF and application to design pressure sensor and so on [17] [18]. In this paper, we present the current-voltage characteristic and anode luminance-voltage characteristic of NDF that both power supply voltage and device voltage were measured at the same time and discuss the anode luminescent rule for NDF.

2. Sample Fabrication

Preparation of Electrode

The poor field emission characteristic was improved by adulterating other material. A low cost Nano-diamond paste was developed by mixing Nano-diamond and Nano-graphite with other inorganic and organic vehicles. Then we used a high mesh to filtrate Nano-diamond paste to remove big grains. Nano-diamond film was fabricated by sol-gel method at 3000/min process as cathode. A series of sol-gel NDF with different proportions were designed for the field emission characteristic test intentionally. NDF was fabricated on indium tin oxide (ITO) glass substrates. The NDF cathode was fixed on substrates by using three-step sintering process. The temperature curve of three-step sintering process for sol-gelled NDF was showed in Figure 1. The post-treatment process want to dismantle a lot leftover layer onto NDF surface and make many Nano-diamond emitters exposed from NDF.

A schematic diagram of the structure and the test-circuit in measurement for NDF sample was showed in previous article. It was a diode-type field-emission device with NDF cathode and phosphor-coated ITO transparent anode, the distance between cathode and anode was 280 um. NDF was prepared directly on ITO glass substrate by sol-gel method at 3000/min process as cathode. The ITO film coated on the base plate was patterned with photolithography as anode and part of the lead. The insulator spacers were constructed by baking and sintering the insulator frit paste that was screen printing on. The inner electric connecting line was sintered from a silver paste strip with the same process as the insulator spacer layer. The phosphor layer was made by almost the same process, except that the phosphor layer did not need to be sintered. The vacuum package was
fabricated with some vacuum-fluorescence-display-like process technologies. A detailed process can be seen in previous report [10] [17].

The measurement of electron field emission property could be carried out. The test chamber space between the cathode and the anode is about 280 µm. The inner intensity of pressure was lower than $1.0 \times 10^{-5}$ Pa, which is an experience value. Electrons emitted from NDF cathode are accelerated and then excite the phosphor on the anode of ITO film lighting. Lighting photo of operating sample was showed in Figure 2.

3. Testing

As the gap between NDF cathode and the phosphor layer anode of a NDF -FED was very small, big current-limiting resistance was used generally in testing to avoid device destroying. The resistance between the cathode and the anode measured by ohmmeter, its value was infinity, so the current-limiting resistance was usually neglected and the device voltage was substituted by power supply voltage. When electrons emit at high voltage, the resistance between the cathode and the anode was not infinity, substitute the device voltage with the power supply voltage in characteristic measuring of NDF-FED was unreasonable. In order to clarify the difference, both power supply voltage ($U_2$) and device voltage ($U_1$) were measured at the same time, where the current-limiting resistance was 1 MΩ. The measured dates were showed in Table 1. The luminance of NDF-FED was measured by the Chroma Model 7100 CRT Color Analyzer. Because the luminescent area was 1 cm² only, which was smaller than the sense lens area, the data of lightness in Table 1 were the indicating value of the CRT Color Analyzer multiplied by the ratio of the sense lens area to the lighting area. Based on the data in Table 1, the current-voltage characteristic and the lumin-
ance-voltage characteristic of the sample were showed in Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively. In Figure 3, there was a big difference between the power supply

![Figure 2](image-url) Lighting photo of operating sample.

**Table 1.** Measured data of the NDF-FED.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage U₁ (V)</th>
<th>76</th>
<th>92</th>
<th>126</th>
<th>140</th>
<th>151</th>
<th>172</th>
<th>178</th>
<th>188</th>
<th>194</th>
<th>203</th>
<th>210</th>
<th>216</th>
<th>219</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage U₂ (V)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current I (µA)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>26.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brightness L (cd/m²)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>424.8</td>
<td>650.6</td>
<td>920.2</td>
<td>1178</td>
<td>1496</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 3](image-url) Current-voltage characteristic of the sample.
Figure 4. Luminance-voltage characteristic of the sample.

Voltage curve and the device voltage curve, so the current-limiting resistance cannot be neglected. Characteristic measurement of NDF-FED device must use voltage $U_1$. It was not proper using voltage $U_2$. Current-$U_1$ curve tells that very small change of voltage would create very big change of current. The field emission characteristics of the NDF-FED was analyzed by applying the Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) equation, $I = aV^2 \exp(-b/V)$, where $a$ and $b$ were constants.

4. Luminescent Rule

In Figure 4, the luminance was approximately proportional to power supply voltage and device voltage, but it was not convenient application because there were big curve slope of luminance-$U_1$ and curve difference of luminance-$U_2$ with different current-limiting resistance. So the curve of luminance versus current was showed in Figure 5 and the curve of luminance versus device power was showed in Figure 6. Obviously, the luminance was well proportional to current. In Figure 6, the luminance was approximately proportional to device power $IU_1$, but it was not proportional to drive power $IU_2$.

The reasons of these curve formation were analyzed as followed: On the one hand, because of light coming from the phosphor excited by electrons, the luminance must be proportional to the number of electrons that bombard phosphor. Namely, the luminance of NDF-FED must be proportional to current. On the other hand, the energy of an electron gained from electrical field was about

$$eV' = 1.60 \times 10^{-19} \times 250 = 4 \times 10^{-17} \text{ (J)}$$

The required energy for excited a photon is about

$$h\nu = 6.63 \times 10^{-34} \times 3 \times 10^8 / (6 \times 10^{-7}) = 3.315 \times 10^{-19} \text{ (J)}$$
Figure 5. Luminance of NDF-FED with current.

Figure 6. Luminance of NDF-FED with power.
So an electron maybe creates many photons. Because the energy of electrons gained from electrical field was proportional to device voltage, the luminance must be proportional to device voltage. Therefore, the luminance must be proportional to device power. This was a theoretical conclusion. In fact, because there were phosphor and semiconductor silicon wafer in NDF-FED device, a certain resistance exists in the device. The equivalent circuit was showed in Figure 7, where a NDF-FED device was equal to a FED and an inner resistance Ri. The inner resistance Ri creates consequentialy a certain voltage drop in circuit. The device voltage in test must include this partial voltage drop. Seen from field electron emission, real curves must be steeper than measure curves in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The inner resistance Ri consumes electric energy, but this electric energy consumption creates heat instead of light. As a result, the luminance was not well proportional to device power. According to electric field theory, the relationship of the charge planar density \( \sigma \) and electric field intensity \( E \) follow the formula before the electron emission: \( \sigma = \varepsilon E = \varepsilon U/d \).

\( U \) is voltage drop between the cathode and the anode, \( \varepsilon \) is dielectric constant, and \( d \) is the spacing interval between the cathode and the anode. According to the field electron emission theory, when the electric field intensity reaches the threshold, electrons will emit from Nano-diamond. Namely, the electron emission occurs only when the accumulation of charge on the surface of emitter reaches a certain degree. The electron emission, however, will reduce the electric field intensity on the surface. So, the value of electric field intensity was approximately fixed and real voltage change between the cathode and the anode of a NDF-FED is very small after electrons emit. Based on these analyses, it was more proper to describe the characteristic of a NDF-FED by luminance-current linear relationship.

5. Summary

A diode-type field-emission device with Nano-diamond film cathode was fabricated by the vacuum-fluorescent-display-like package processes. Nano-diamond film was fabricated by sol-gel method at 3000/min process as cathode. Very ideal
current-voltage characteristic and luminance-voltage characteristic of NDF-FED are obtained for measuring the device voltage. It was found that substituting power supply voltage for device voltage was unreasonable. Comparing luminance-current curve with luminance-voltage curve and luminance-power curve, it was found that the luminance was well proportional to current. Theoretical analysis showed that the reasons were the inner resistance of NDF-FED consumes electric energy and real voltage change between the cathode and the anode of NDF-FED was very small after electrons emit. Hence, the characteristic of NDF-FED was preferable to describe by luminance-current linear relationship, which was advantageous to device tested and designed.
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